Technology has always been an obsession
of ours. The past ten years have been
particularly emblematic since one has
entered a masse and continuous investment
on company’s different sectors: designing,
machining, welding, assembly, tests, quality
and packing.
The use of high precision machinery allowed
us to achieve a high level on quality and
reliability, as well as a natural increase on
production and by consequence, a decrease
on delivery time applied to non standard
series and products or even to tailor made
articles, where deadlines and flexibility are
crucial.

Most of components used
on our equipment must
be submitted to grinding,
burnishing,
lapping,
among other operations.
These finishing processes
controlled
by
our
quality department are
also practiced on our
premises, assuring the
successful
assembly
of the final product,
handled
byspecialized
personal, supported by
the most modern testing
machinery.
Metallic construction was this family first activity as manufacturer, almost 25 years ago.
Nowadays, our engineers use the latest software, specialized on several areas from sizing to construction. Our own
personal is in charge of the construction using the most advanced cutting, welding and testing processes.
Apart from following ISO international quality standards we also follow European directives applied to this sector
having our personal and procedures approved by competent organisations.
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Valsteam Adca’s sucessive developments enable us at the present, to offer the most complete range of products
for industrial steam and other fluids system.
In our test benches products are tested in real functioning conditions to grant reability and the pursuit of new
technical solutions.
More than a magnufacturer, our responsability and ethics enforce us to continuously search for alternatives,
allowing energy rationalization with direct consequence to the pollution levels.

